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Life of a Teen
Coverage During the Pandemic
Since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic,
transportation use has been limited. For
Neveah Evans, a Chicago teen who enjoys
traveling, this situation is especially
unfavorable.
Evans has traveled to many places in the
past, with a couple of her favorites being
Honolulu, Hawaii and Orlando, Florida. In
the future, she plans on traveling to a
country in Africa like Nigeria or Ghana to
learn more about its culture.
“I don’t like to stay in a routine for a long
time, so a trip is a nice way to spice things
up,” Evans said. “Plus, there is so much to
see and do, so you can’t just sit and wait
around for something to happen.”
In accordance with COVID-19 guidelines,
she actively seeks fulfillment in other ways,
such as waking up early to watch the
sunrise. The remote learning schedule has
also afforded her time to rekindle old
hobbies, namely reading.
As more of the world population is
vaccinated, a day when people are safe to
travel may not be far off in the future.
When the time comes, Evans will have the
opportunity to travel freely.

Picture Caption: Ethereum is one form of cryptocurrency. (QuoteInspector.com)
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Hermitage’s NFT Sale
The State Hermitage Museum is selling NFTs of famous artworks
The State Hermitage Museum in St.
Petersburg, Russia, plans to auction off NFT
versions of five masterpieces from its
collection to raise funds. The artworks will
be available for purchase at the end of
August on the Binance NFT marketplace.
Among others, Madonna Litta (1490) by
Leonardo da Vinci and Corner of the
Garden at Montgeron (c. 1876) by Claude
Monet were selected to be minted as NFTs.

Picture Caption: The sun shines bright on one Chicago
day.

stored on blockchains that represent a
unique digital asset. Some artists have
reported NFTs or their artwork being sold
without their permission. Others worry that
NFTs are susceptible to hacking. Creating
an NFT also requires massive amounts of
electricity, which is detrimental to the
environment. There has yet to be a central
authority to resolve these problems.

Despite these concerns, NFTs have been
on the rise. Many artists have found success
With strict regulations on cryptocurrency in selling NFTs on online platforms. Now that
Russia, the hermitage faced some challenges museums have stepped into the NFT
while preparing for the auction. The
market, experts continue to speculate
Hermitage Legal Service worked with the law where digital content will lead the future of
firm LFCS to ensure the sale followed
the art world.
Russian laws.
“[NFTs] create democracy, making luxury
Although the museum has addressed the
more accessible, but are at the same time
legal concerns, there are still some issues
exception and exclusive,” general director
regarding the use of NFTs. Short for nonMikhail Piotrovsky said, according to The
fungible tokens, NFTs are units of data
Art Newspaper.

Unusual Encounters
More on a Cape Cod Diver
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About Hidilyn Diaz
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Are we going to school in the fall? That’s
the question on a lot of people’s minds.
Now, CPS has said all school learning
will be in person.
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Monday, July 26, the Philippines won
their first gold medal at the 2020
Olympics in Tokyo. Hidilyn Diaz made
history by winning.
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Michael Packard and his partner Josiah
Mayo were ordinary Cape Cod divers
living and working in Provincetown,
Massachusetts.
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Unusual Underwater Encounters
A Cape Cod diver was just swallowed — and spit out
Michael Packard and his partner Josiah
Mayo were ordinary Cape Cod divers
living and working in Provincetown,
Massachusetts. On June 11 at around 8:00
a.m., they had an unsuccessful first haul so
Packard drove in the water to catch
anything with his hands instead of a net
while Mayo stayed abroad. Packard
scoured the sandy bottom of Herring
Beach Cove off the coast of Provincetown
for a while.
“All of a sudden, I felt this huge shove and
the next thing I knew it was completely
black,” Packard said, according to the
Cape Cod Times.
Packard noticed that there were no teeth
so he correctly presumed that he was in a
whale’s mouth and not a shark’s. Mayo
looked on with concern upon realizing the
air bubbles from Packard’s breathing gear

had disappeared. Packard strongly
believed he was going to die and was
bombarded by nostalgic memories of his
wife and kids. The whale began to shake
its head, then Packard zoomed out of the
whale’s mouth and into the air. From their
ship, Mayo spotted Packard soaring
through the air. A charter boat captain
named Joe Francis saw the same thing.

Thus, a whale can swallow something by
mistake — like a lobster diver. But experts
say that what happened to Packard is
extremely, extremely rare. Miraculously,
Packard survived with little to no injuries.

“I saw Mike come flying out of the water,
feet first with his flippers on, and land
back in the water,” Francis said.
He jumped abroad Mayo’s boat and
helped pull Packard out of the water.
“They do what we call a gulp feeding, and
they can open their mouths up incredibly
widely,” said Peter Corkeron, senior
scientist at the New England Aquarium.

Picture Caption: A large whale swims in the water. (Public
Domain Pictures)
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Should School Open?
Thoughts on fall
Are we going to school in the fall? That’s
the question on a lot of people’s minds.
Now, CPS has said all school learning will
be in person. With the Delta variant and
Covid-19, many parents are worried about
sending kids back.
Now kids can get the Delta variant and
most are too young to get the vaccine,
even then you can get Covid-19. Kids
might find it hard to follow the
precautions, like keeping masks on. At
least, younger kids should stay remote. If
older kids go, they should be careful in
following precautions, and only go for two
days per week. As much as I want to
return to school, I know that it will be
dangerous.

Picture Caption: Chicago Bulls players warm up. (Wikimedia)
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Smith Blasts Bills Combo
He criticizes DeRozan and LaVine pairing
While Chicago Bulls fans had high hopes
coming into this year’s NBA offseason,
no one expected this team to look this
desirable on paper.

With the addition of DeRozan, the Bulls
have set themselves up to make a deep
playoff run. Right? Not to ESPN
personality Stephen A. Smith.

Bulls eneral manager Marc Eversley
somehow secured two exceptional point
guards, Lonzo Ball and Alex Caruso.

“In Chicago, you might have talent, but I
don’t think the combination of DeMar
DeRozan and Zach Levine work,” Smith
said on First Take. “don’t get me wrong,
one or the other, yes, but not both of
them together.

Their latest signing of four-time All-Star
DeMar DeRozan also struck fear in
Eastern Conference teams’ fans.
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I think it would definitely be better to stay
at home and keep doing remote learning.
When we stay safe, we can slowly work
together in stopping the pandemic, but we
must all remember to take small steps.

Picture Caption: Mississippi students return back to
school in 2020. (Getty Images)
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Biles Makes Right Call
What her withdrawal means

The passing of her aunt and the pressure of
the Olympics took a toll on her mental and
physical health. She developed “the
twisties,” a condition in which the body loses
spatial awareness in mid-air. Biles was aware
of her body’s limitations and made the best
decisions for herself and for her team.
“I don’t think you realize how dangerous
this on a hard/competition surface. Nor do I
have to explain why I put health first.
Physical health is mental health,” said Biles
in an Instagram post.

Picture Caption: Simone Biles smiles at the 2016
Olympic podium. (Agência Brasil Fotografias)

In the Olympics, where medals hold the
most prestige, people often overlook an
issue of greater importance: health.
Simone Biles had her priorities straight
when she withdrew from the Olympic
gymnastics team final to focus on her
mental health. In an Axios/Momentive
Olympics poll, 62% of American
participants supported her decision.

Olympic athletes have expectations from
their country on top of their own. While
everyone handles pressure differently, it is
important for us to take this factor into
account before criticizing an athlete.
The courage Biles demonstrated is a
reminder to the world that health takes
precedence over victory, and athletes are no
exception to that rule.
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Malini Pillai

Editor’s Note
A special thank you
Hello everyone!
The past six few weeks of working
alongside so many incredible people have
been an amazing experience! I’d like to
thank those of you who came every week
with all your fun ideas, stories and
willingness to participate—you’re the ones
who made our program such a success.
I’d like to especially thank Marcus
Lumpkin for working with us to help
make this program happen! Your hard
work, helpfulness and kindness played a
huge role in making things turn out so
well, and I cannot thank you enough for
it.
I’d also like to thank Mariah Jaeck, our
Director of Outreach, for tirelessly
advertising our program and striving to
bring in so many new people. Thank you
all!

Picture Caption: Tokyo shines bright at night. It was the host of the 2020 Olympic games. (JP-Photography)
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Philippines Win Gold
Hidilyn Diaz is a weightlifter from the Philippines who won gold at Tokyo
Monday, July 26, the Philippines won their first gold medal at
the 2020 Olympics in Tokyo. Hidilyn Diaz made history by
winning her and the Philippines’s gold medal in nearly 100
years. Diaz won in the 55 kg category of women’s weightlifting.

years, she won bronze in the 2007 SEA Games in Thailand. In
2016 at the Summer Olympics, Diaz won a silver medal in the
women’s 53 kg weightlifting category. This was the first medal won
by a woman in the Philippines.

Diaz also set an Olympic record with her combined weight total
of 224 kg during two successful lifts. Her accomplishment was
also acknowledged and praised by the Philippines President. She
also received a few rewards.

But most recently, on the 26th, she participated in the Snatch Lift.
Competitors first have to raise the bar to their shoulders, then
above their head.

Diaz, 30, began lifting when she was 11. In her early weightlifting

Diaz has sent many records and has made history. She’s
determined to continue inspiring girls all across the world.
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Picture Caption: Nicole Zheng is one of the many fans of Natsume Yuujinchou, depicted above.

Review of the Natsume Yuujinchou Film
It’s a perfect appetizer for fans while they wait for the seventh season
Nicole Zheng

Ever since Natsume Yujinchou began
airing in 2008, its beautiful story has
drawn the attention of many fans. Its
success has continued to support
Brain’s Base for years, allowing the
animation studio to release six
complete seasons up until now.

After the first story introduced a new youkai friend, “Ayashiki
Raihousha” switches things up by featuring Natsume’s old
human friend Tanuma. When a mysterious youkai starts visiting
Tanuma regularly, Natsume worries for the safety of his friend.
As one of the few humans know of Natsume’s ability, Tanuma is
usually the one watching over Natsume as he interacts with
youkai, even if that interaction brings danger to Natsume.

While there has yet to be an official announcement of season
seven, fans continue to anticipate its release. In the meantime,
they can enjoy Natsume Yuujinchou: Ishi Okoshi to Ayashiki
Raihousha, a film consisting of two OVA episodes.

“The brilliance of Natsume
Yuujinchou continues to
shine.”

Based on a Japanese magna series illustrated by Yuki
Midrorikawa, the main plot of the anime shaped around the life
of Natsume Takashi, a boy who inherited the ability to see
youkai and the “Book of Friends” from his grandmother. Each
episode depicts different relationships between humans and
youkai, two incompatible entities that have more in common
than at first glance.

- Nicole Zheng

The first part of the recent film, titled “Ishi Okoshi,” is about
Natsume’s journey with Mitsumi, a small and frail youkai tasked
with waking the youkai Iwatetsu from its long slumber. Despite
its weak stature, I found Mitsumi to be a very endearing
character in the way it displays courage which is why I kept
rooting for Mitsumi, much like Natsume. My favorite part of the
movie was the heartwarming interactions between Natsume and
his old youkai friends. In the eyes of his youkai friends, Natsume
is a human whose lifespan is only a fraction of theirs, but his
fragile existence is still precious to them. Considering that
Natsume has been alone for most of his life, I felt relieved to see
him surrounded by friends.

In this episode, their roles are reversed. This setup was
interesting because it helped me understand Tanuma’s character
better. He always seemed patient, but his perceived inability to
assist Natsume was a greater source of frustration for him than I
had realized.
For fans who are eagerly awaiting more content, this is an
excellent film to watch. Although there’s nothing particularly
unique about this compared to the main story, the elements that
made the previous seasons so enjoyable were present in the film.
From the subdued color scheme to the calm music, the film
manages to capture the soothing atmosphere of a slice-of-life.
The brilliance continues to shine through subtle, yet compelling
storytelling, which has left a lasting impact on viewers.
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